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About This Game
Swing from anything in VR!
SwingStar VR allows players to swing around a virtual reality world using a giant sticky hand attached to their head. The
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Title: SwingStar VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Computer Lunch, Zero Eden Games
Publisher:
Computer Lunch
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit or newer
Processor: Intel i5-750 / AMD FX-4100 or greater
Memory: 8
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Fun little game with variations and cool boss fights, However i did felt this motion sickness from the begining but released after
a while. I recommend that you sit down and play. I can recommend this game you get a lot for your money u20ac 7.19. This
game is awesome! it's BIG fun. The Boss level is fantastic! But 25 levels just ain't enough, i'd like to have 100 more.. The game
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is fun, difficulty is not very challenging but there are many levels to unlock and enough polishing to justify his price.
Unfortunately, after fifteen minutes in it drives severe motion sickness on me, I did a few tries but after years in VR I know my
limits and when to stop playing something. Without that issue than is a part of his own nature (being a grappling game,
Windlands and others are just the same) I would surely play it until the end, so my final rating is positive. Just be sure your
stomach is robust enough.. This is a fun puzzle game. Gotta say, one of the highlights of this game is the amazing music!
Downside is, the game is pretty short, and not terribly difficult (I finished it in 100 minutes). The final boss battle was super
cool, wish there was more.. Well done Computer Lunch & Zero Eden Games. 5 stars.. Much better game than I thought it would
be. Brings out my fear of hights like windlands does, that's a good thing.. This is a surprisingly neat sort of puzzly game.. This
turned out to be surprisingly enjoyable. The music and levels are fun and the concept is pretty simple, but still challenging to
execute. I do recommend sitting on a stool or the like while you play.. Much better game than I thought it would be. Brings out
my fear of hights like windlands does, that's a good thing.. I enjoyed this on oculus home and when I saw it on steam and
working with the vive motion controls I had to grab it! Having a hig end PC VR rig I'm not a fan of mobile VR ports but I have
to say I really enjoy this one. Amazing feeling of frredom without the least hint of motion sickness. Challening puzzles too.
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